Corporate Esports Cup
Presented by Veracity
The Kansas City Esports Coalition, a division of the Kansas City Sports
Commission, was formed in 2019 with the mission of using gaming for good by
developing, advocating and enriching the esports culture in the Greater Kansas
City area and beyond.
Esports focuses on competitive, team-based gaming on a digital screen - the
same gaming that many of your employees are already playing weekly, if not
daily, with friends, associates and acquaintances. Beginning in mid-March, Kansas
City area companies will be able to compete to try and win the inaugural Kansas
City Corporate Esports Cup!
Corporate teams will compete in a weekly series of games, leading up to playoffs
in May. The double elimination playoffs for each game title will feature loser-finals
and grand finals that will be live streamed online. To kick off this first season in
2021, we are focusing on three games - League of Legends, Rocket League and
Mario Cart.
Will your organization compete for the opportunity to be named one of the best
Esports teams in Kansas City?

Corporate Esports Cup
League of Legends - $500 - 5 v 5 (register up to 10 players for your team)
Recently recognized as the most played video game in the world, League of Legends is a
multiplayer online battle arena game (MOBA). Players choose a role from an expanding cast of
powerful champions and join forces in strategic, fast-paced gameplay to take control of the
enemy's end of the battlefield.
Rocket League - $500 - 3 v 3 (register up to 6 players for your team)
Soccer meets driving in this free to play, multiplayer-focused physics-based arena inside rocketpowered battle-cars. A futuristic sports-action game, Rocket League equips players with
booster-rigged vehicles that can be crashed into balls for incredible goals or epic saves across
multiple, highly detailed arenas. Using an advanced physics system to simulate realistic
interactions, Rocket League relies on mass and momentum to give players a complete sense of
intuitive control in this unbelievable, high octane re-imagining of association football.
Mario Cart - $500 - 3 v 3 (register up to 6 players for your team)
Jump into the driver’s seat and hit the road with Mario Kart! Choose one of 42 famous Nintendo
characters and race for the cup on up to 48 different courses.
NOTE - Companies also have the opportunity to purchase a "Corporate Pass" for $1,000. With the
Corporate Pass, you can mix and match 3 tournament entries which align with your company's
most popular titles. This gives you an option to enter up to two teams in one tournament or have
one team in each - the choice is up to you!

CORPORATE ESPORTS CUP
PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
PRESENTING SPONSOR
$2,500

EVENT PARTNER
$1,000

2 free corporate teams
Company name incorporated into event logo,
Logo displayed during playoff Twitch broadcasts,
Company referenced in all event mentions (email, social media,
press release, etc.)

1 free corporate team
Acknowledged as Event Sponsor during playoff Twitch
broadcast
Company logo or name included in multiple event
communications (including email, social media, press release,
etc.)
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